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Abstract
This paper presents a novel method for diffuse texture extraction from a set of multiview images. We address the
problem of specularities removal by pixel value minimization across multiple automatically aligned input images.
Our method is based on the fact that the presence of specular reflection only increases the captured pixel value.
Moreover, we propose an algorithm for estimation of material region in the image by optimization on the GPU.
Previous methods for diffuse component separation from multiple images require a complex hardware setup. In
contrast to that, our method is highly usable because only a mobile phone is needed to reconstruct diffuse texture in
an environment with arbitrary lighting. Moreover, our method is fully automatic and besides capturing of images
from multiple viewpoints it does not require any user intervention. Many fields can benefit from our method,
particularly material reconstruction, image processing, and digital content creation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image
Generation—Digitizing and scanning I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene Analysis—Color,
Shading I.4.1 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Digitization and Image Capture—Reflectance

1. Introduction

Textures are commonly used in computer graphics to rep-
resent spatial variation of detail across a geometric surface.
Particularly, they can represent rich details in the diffuse re-
flectance of the object. However, the capturing of diffuse
textures in the real world poses a problem because the cap-
tured images suffer from specular highlights. These high-
lights destroy the diffuse texture information, mainly if they
exceed the dynamic range of the camera sensor. In order to
solve this problem, we present a novel method for diffuse
texture extraction which utilizes multiple input images, cap-
tured by a commodity mobile phone. Besides the mobile de-
vice, our method does not require any additional hardware
and it works in the conditions of natural light. Therefore, the
presented approach is highly practical for capturing diffuse
textures on planar surfaces in any environment.

Previous methods for diffuse component separation are
either constrained by insufficient information from a single
image or are limited by the requirement of a complex hard-
ware setup. We overcome these limitations by utilizing mul-
tiview images captured by a mobile phone and by employ-
ing a pixel value minimization to extract the diffuse com-
ponent. Our presented method is based on the observation
that specular reflection increases the reflected radiance while
diffuse reflection stays the same for all viewing directions

if we assume Lambertian diffuse component and static light
sources. In order to extract the information from multiple im-
ages, the corresponding pixels have to be correctly aligned
by projection to the reference coordinate system. We over-
come the problem of inaccurate image alignment by select-
ing a subset of input images based on the device orientation
and normalized correlation coefficients calculated between
reference and projected images. Moreover, we introduce an
algorithm for automatic texture reprojection and clipping on
the GPU to extract the final rectangular texture from the cal-
culated diffuse image. The diffuse texture extraction by our
method is demonstrated in Figure 1.

Automatic extraction of diffuse texture is beneficial for
many areas in research and industry. Particularly because
diffuse textures used on 3D digital content have to be free
of specular reflections. The results of this paper demonstrate
the quality of the extracted diffuse texture and the usability
of our method. In summary, the main contributions of this
paper are:

• A novel method for multiview diffuse texture extraction
by reflected light minimization.

• A new method for textured area detection and reprojection
on mobile GPU.

• High usability of the presented methods which require
only a consumer mobile phone.
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Figure 1: Diffuse texture extraction by our method. (Top
left) Input image. (Top right) Estimated diffuse component.
(Bottom left) Extracted diffuse texture. (Bottom right) Ren-
dering of an object with extracted texture from a new view-
point with new shading.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses the previous research in the domain of diffuse
component separation. The details of our method are de-
scribed in Section 3. Section 4 explains the presented method
for GPU reprojection and clipping. The results are shown
in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the limitations and future
work. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Two categories of methods which address the problem of
diffuse texture estimation can be identified in previous re-
search. The first one focuses on the separation of diffuse and
specular components of the input images. The second cat-
egory reconstructs the bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF) which represents the material reflectance.
The reconstructed BRDF contains spatially varying diffuse
reflectance which corresponds to the diffuse texture.

Several methods address the diffuse component separa-
tion by processing a single input image. The color space of
this input image can be analyzed to understand the distribu-
tion of diffuse and specular colors [KSK88, SK00]. Then,

this information is used to separate diffuse and specular
components. Other methods using a single image are pro-
cessing the local neighborhood of each pixel to fill the spec-
ular pixels by the information from diffuse regions. These in-
clude methods based on specular-free image [YCK06,SC09,
TI05], methods using a partial differential equation which it-
eratively erodes the specular component [MZBK06], and in-
painting techniques [LM06, OT05]. Additionally, a method
based on the Fresnel term was presented in [Ang07]. The
disadvantage of the methods operating on a single input im-
age is that if specular pixels are overexposed, the color in-
formation is lost and in some cases it is impossible to recon-
struct it correctly.

Multiple input images were utilized in the diffuse com-
ponent separation to increase the robustness of the methods
and to avoid missing color information in overexposed ar-
eas. Separation of diffuse and specular components by us-
ing color analysis and multibaseline stereo was presented
in [LLK∗02]. The authors detect specular pixels by a mod-
ified colour histogram differencing. Once the specular pix-
els have been detected, their corresponding diffuse points in
the other images are used to form the diffuse component.
A separation method based on projection of high-frequency
light patterns to the scene was presented in [LPD07]. The
authors use a static camera and four high-frequency illu-
mination patterns projected to the objects. They separate
the specular reflections by detecting high-frequency angu-
lar response in the images. Methods for diffuse and spec-
ular component separation based on the polarization were
presented in [MHP∗07, UG04]. These methods utilize the
assumption that the specular reflection component is polar-
ized. The multi-flash method uses multiple positions of light
sources to provide multiple spatial locations of specular re-
flections in input images and to finally reduce the effect of
specularities [FRTT04]. A combination of flash and ambient
image to remove specular highlights and improve the flash
image was proposed in [ARNL05]. Similarly to our method,
minimum reflected radiance was used to reconstruct the dif-
fuse reflectance of human skin in [WMP∗06]. A compre-
hensive overview of methods for diffuse and specular com-
ponents separation can be found in [ABC11]. Additionally,
texture reconstruction for surfaces with arbitrary geometry,
using RGB-D camera was presented in [ZK14]. However,
the accuracy of this method depends on the quality of recon-
structed geometry.

Methods for BRDF reconstruction were presented in past
research. Many of these methods reconstruct spatially vary-
ing diffuse reflectance which corresponds to the diffuse tex-
ture. A complex framework for BRDF reconstruction from
multiple images is described in [Len04]. The author as-
signs different parts of a surface to different images in or-
der to provide the best texture for each part. Moreover, an
image blending between different images is used to pro-
duce a consistent texture. Recently, a robust method for
reflectance scanning which utilizes light modulation along
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the linear light source was proposed in [CDP∗14]. Authors
designed a material scanning device which is capable of
scanning spatially varying reflectance for both isotropic and
anisotropic materials. The spatially varying reflectance re-
construction utilizing complex light patterns was presented
in [AWL13, TFG∗13]. These methods produce high quality
results by analyzing the reflection of special light patterns
on the surface. Many approaches for material reconstruc-
tion utilize inverse rendering [YDMH99, RH01, PP03]. The
limitation of approaches for BRDF reconstruction is the re-
quirement of a complex hardware setup. Recently, practical
methods for reflectance reconstruction with arbitrary light-
ing were presented by Palma et al. [PCDS12] and by Dong
et al. [DCP∗14]. These methods reconstruct spatially vary-
ing reflectance including diffuse texture. However, they re-
quire a 3D model of the scanned object as input and they
suffer from ambiguity between material and light in case of
purely diffuse materials. A practical method for BRDF re-
construction by mobile device was presented in [AWL15].
This method is limited to the materials with repeating pat-
terns and therefore is not suitable for general reconstruction
of diffuse texture.

3. Multiview Diffuse Texture Extraction

Our method for diffuse texture extraction estimates and ex-
tracts diffuse texture from flat material, scanned by a mobile
phone. The diffuse texture is extracted in the following five
steps. Firstly, the images are captured by the user from mul-
tiple viewpoints around the scanned surface. For each image
the orientation of the device is measured by its built-in in-
ertial measurement unit (IMU) which includes gyroscope,
accelerometer and magnetometer. All images are taken au-
tomatically while user moves the device around the material
sample. The first image is taken in a position where the mo-
bile device is approximately parallel to the scanned surface
because this view provides the highest spatial resolution of
the surface texture. This image will serve as the reference
image and all other images will be projected to its coor-
dinates. In the second step, a subset of images is selected
based on the orientation of the device. This process is de-
scribed in Section 3.1. The third step of our method finds the
image features in each image and matches them to the ref-
erence (the first) image. A homography is calculated from
the positions of the matched features. The RANSAC [FB81]
algorithm is used to remove the outlier matches from the ho-
mography calculation. Then, the input images are projected
using the calculated homography to align with the reference
image. This step also contains the calculation of the projec-
tion accuracy described in Section 3.2. In the fourth step, the
diffuse color is calculated by finding the minimum value of
each pixel from all projected images. This step is detailed
in Section 3.3. Finally, when the diffuse component is calcu-
lated the region of the scanned material is estimated, clipped,
and projected on the GPU to the texture.

Our method is based on several assumptions in order to
scan the diffuse texture. We assume a flat geometric surface
of the scanned material with the Lambertian diffuse com-
ponent. The environmental light can be arbitrary and is as-
sumed to be static and distant to eliminate its temporal and
spatial variation. The mobile camera is set to a fixed expo-
sure mode during capturing of the input images. These as-
sumptions are often fulfilled in the common scanning of ma-
terials in industry.

3.1. Selection of Sample Images

In the first step, our method selects a subset of images for
texture extraction. This selection is based on the device ori-
entation to uniformly cover the whole hemisphere of view-
ing directions. The subset of images reduces the computa-
tional time and their uniform distribution increases the prob-
ability of having non-specular reflection captured in one of
them. Our method for selection of input images works as
follows. Firstly, the directions are uniformly sampled on the
upper hemisphere. Then, for each sampled direction an im-
age with the closest orientation is selected as an input and it
is removed from the candidates set. Each direction has one
image assigned by this procedure to form the input image
set. The selection procedure is depicted in Figure 2. In our
experiments we used a subset of 30 images.

Figure 2: Selection of the input images. The arrows indi-
cate the sampled directions on the hemisphere and the red
squares are the orientations of the captured images. For each
sampled direction an image with the closest orientation is
selected and added to the input set.

3.2. Projection of Images

Once the set of input images is selected we project each im-
age from this set to the reference image (the first image).
This projection is based on the feature matching between
each input image and the reference image. Firstly, the image
features are detected and described by feature descriptors in
both images. We use SIFT features [Low99] for this purpose.
Then, the homography is calculated from the positions of the
matched features while RANSAC is used to remove outlier
matches. The calculated homography is used to project the
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input image to the reference image and to align their pixels.
In order to correctly project the image it needs to contain
enough features. If the material does not contain good fea-
tures, it can be placed on a base plate with the printed image
which contains enough features (Figure 7). An example of
matched features is shown in Figure 3.

We measure the accuracy of the projection in order to re-
move the incorrectly projected images from the calculation.
This accuracy is calculated by the normalized correlation co-
efficient matching between the projected image and the ref-
erence image. The projected image contains the areas with
missing information due to the projection. These areas are
excluded from the calculation of the projection accuracy by
assigning them same color in both images.

After the accuracy of the projection is calculated for each
input image, we order them from the biggest accuracy to the
lowest one. Finally, we use only the fraction of the input im-
age set with the highest accuracy of projection for the diffuse
component calculation. In our experiments we used the first
20% of the images from the ordered set. Moreover, only the
images with projection accuracy higher than 0,75 are used.

3.3. Diffuse Component Estimation

Our method for separation of the diffuse component is based
on the observation that if the specular reflection is visible,
it only increases the reflected radiance in comparison to the
purely diffuse reflection. This observation is based on the as-
sumption that the material reflectance can be separated into
a diffuse and specular term. We can use the rendering equa-
tion [Kaj86] to describe the radiance values, captured by the
image sensor. For one pixel of the input image the radiance
Lo is captured. The formation of this radiance can be ex-
pressed as:

Lo(x,~ω) = Le(x,~ω)+
∫
Ω

fr(x,~ω′,~ω)Li(x,~ω
′) |~n ·~ω′ | dω

′

(1)

If we assume that the scanned material does not emit light
Le and its BRDF fr can be separated to diffuse and specular
terms we can derive the following equation:

Lo(x,~ω) =
∫
Ω

frs(x,~ω′,~ω)Li(x,~ω
′) |~n ·~ω′ | dω

′

+ ρd(x)
∫
Ω

Li(x,~ω
′) |~n ·~ω′ | dω

′
(2)

frs is the specular term of BRDF and ρd(x) is the diffuse
reflectance at the point x visible in the captured image. ~n is
the surface normal at point x, −~ω′ is the direction of incom-

ing radiance Li and ~ω is the direction of outgoing radiance.
Equation 2 can be rewritten to:

Lo(x,~ω) = Lrs(x,~ω)+ ρd(x)E(x) (3)

Lrs(x,~ω) is the specular reflection of light towards the
camera and E(x) is the irradiance at point x. If the diffuse re-
flection is Lambertian, the reflected diffuse light ρd(x)E(x)
is the same for all viewing directions on the hemisphere
above the surface. Then, the captured radiance in the input
image for point x is either ρd(x)E(x) or it can be increased by
the specular reflection, if present. Therefore, the diffuse re-
flected radiance at point x corresponds to the minimum pixel
radiance from pixels which represent this point in all im-
ages. Based on this observation, we can calculate the term
ρd(x)E(x) by finding the minimum from all images for each
pixel in the reference image. Irradiance E(x) is the same at
all points of the captured surface due to its flat geometry and
distant light. Therefore, we can use the term ρd(x)E(x) as
the relative diffuse reflectance scaled by the environmental
irradiance. We use the estimated term ρd(x)E(x) directly as
the pixels of the diffuse texture because the auto-exposure
setup of the digital camera at the beginning of scanning usu-
ally compensates for the irradiance scale and it can be addi-
tionally multiplied by the user supplied constant if needed.
Finally, we use the calculated minimum pixel value as the
diffuse component of the surface reflectance at point x.

4. Textured Area Reprojection

When the diffuse component of the reference image is calcu-
lated, we need to select a region of image which belongs to
the material sample and project the texture from this region
to the output texture. We employ an image processing ap-
proach to segment foreground and an optimization based ap-
proach to select the correct image region to be projected. The
foreground detection and textured area estimation is done in
the reference image. Our algorithm starts by selecting the
pixels uniformly distributed close to the image boundary. We
assume that the material to be captured is in the middle of the

Figure 3: Feature matching between reference (right) and
one of the input images (left). The green lines represent the
feature matches. The white rectangle draws the area of the
input image which corresponds to the reference image.
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Figure 4: The optimization process for texture projection
and clipping. The blue color represents the segmented back-
ground, green color marks the foreground and the red color
is the projection of the rectangle during the optimization
process. (Left) The parameters of the rectangle are changed
during optimization to search the best fit to the foreground.
(Right) At the end of the optimization process the rectangle
covers the area of the textured material.

image. The color information from the selected pixels is used
to analyze and segment the background. Firstly, we remove
the outliers which are not close enough to the average back-
ground color and then we start the floodfill algorithm from
the positions of inlier samples to segment the background.

In the second step, the foreground of the diffuse image
has to be projected to the rectangular texture. In this step
our method searches for the best projection of a rectangle
which fits the foreground area. In this case, a straightforward
line detection approach would not preserve correct projec-
tion transformation and rectangular shape of the extracted
material area. In order to solve this problem, we propose an
optimization based approach to fit the projected rectangle
to the segmented foreground. We employ simulated anneal-
ing [Č85] to optimize the position, scale of the rectangle, and
rotation around the z axis in order to cover the biggest area in
the foreground. The orientation of the rectangle is initialized
by the device orientation captured by the IMU. The objective
function to be optimized is the projected area of the rect-
angle. The rectangle area is maximized in our optimization
while being constrained by the segmented background. The
optimization does not accept any state in which the rectangle
projection intersects with the background. The parameters of
the rectangle, including position, size, and rotation are ran-
domly changed during optimization while the amplitude of
this change is decreasing over time. Also the probability of
accepting a new rectangle state with higher energy (lower
area) decreases over time as described in the simulated an-
nealing algorithm [Č85]. Simulated annealing optimization
is restarted multiple times to avoid finding a local maximum.
In our experiments we restarted the optimization seven times
and we used 200 iterations for each run. Finally, if the opti-
mal fit of the projected rectangle to the material foreground
is found, the image data from the calculated diffuse com-
ponent are reprojected from this rectangle to the resulting
diffuse texture. This projection is achieved by mapping the

Figure 5: Computation time analysis of our method.

four corners of the projected rectangle to the corners of the
resulting texture. Then, the input coordinates of each pixel of
the resulting texture are calculated by interpolating the posi-
tion within the projected rectangle. The perspective division
by the fourth homogenous coordinate is done in a fragment
shader in order to calculate perspective-correct interpolation.
Both image projection and optimization run on the mobile
GPU to speed up our algorithm. The object fitting by our
optimization-based method is demonstrated in Figure 4.

5. Results

We evaluated the presented method for diffuse texture ex-
traction by comparison to the reference diffuse texture. The
reference texture was obtained by capturing the material in
diffuse illumination conditions and then manually clipping
it. Additionally, the reference diffuse texture was manually
aligned to the result of our method in order to compare them
pixelwise. A comparison of the automatically extracted dif-
fuse texture to the reference texture can be seen in Fig-
ure 6. The image shows that the texture, reconstructed by
our method, is visually close to the reference one. Moreover,
the difference image (Figure 6 bottom) depicts small differ-
ences in intensities between reference and our result and it
indicates a correct removal of specular highlights. The dif-
ferences around edges are caused by the imperfections in the
image alignment during diffuse texture calculation. In addi-
tion, the proper separation of diffuse component is demon-
strated in Figure 6 top right. More results of our method can
be seen in Figures 1 and 7. These figures also show the ren-
dering of the extracted texture under novel view and light-
ing conditions. In addition, the diffuse texture extraction in
an outdoor environment is demonstrated in Figure 8. This
figure shows that even strongly overexposed sun reflections
can be properly removed by the presented method. The main
advantage of our method over the previous approaches is
its high usability because the results, shown in this section,
were obtained by using only a mobile device to scan the ma-
terial samples from arbitrary viewpoints. No calibration step
or preparation of setup on set is required. Additionally, the
environment can contain arbitrary static illumination.

An NVIDIA Shield tablet was used in our experiments.
The mobile implementation of our method uses the OpenCV
and OpenGL libraries. The average computational time of
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Table 1: Dependence of computational time on the number
of selected input images. Time is stated in seconds.

Number of selected images Computational time
5 43
10 66
20 109
30 150
40 193
50 233

100 444

diffuse texture extraction by our method was 2 minutes and
21 seconds for 30 automatically selected input images. Anal-
ysis of computational time with relation to the number of se-
lected images is shown in Table 1. This table demonstrates
the linear dependence of computational time on the number
of input images. The resulting computational times include
all presented steps of texture extraction. Moreover, Figure 5
shows a detailed time analysis of each particular step of our
method. The major bottleneck of our method is currently the
feature matching by SIFT features. In future, this can be ex-
changed with a faster reliable feature descriptor in order to
speed up the calculation. In summary, the results demon-
strate the capabilities of our method to extract the diffuse
texture from multiple images captured on set by the mobile
device.

6. Limitations and Future Work

Our method works on flat surfaces which are used in many
cases of industrial reflectance scanning. However, more gen-
eral case of diffuse texture extraction requires the scan-
ning of arbitrary geometry. In future, the presented method
can be extended to arbitrary known geometry by employ-
ing accurate registration of each input image to the 3D
model [DCP∗14].

The diffuse texture of highly specular materials (like mir-
rors) is not reconstructed well by our method due to the reg-
istration errors and the remaining specular reflection of nat-
ural environment. The registration errors can be corrected by
enriching the scene with textured image for feature match-
ing as shown in Figure 7. However, the remaining specular
reflection poses more difficult challenge as the incoming en-
vironmental light would be required to contain a large dark
region. Therefore, the quality of extracted diffuse texture de-
pends on surrounding illumination and reflectance properties
of the object. Nevertheless, our algorithm is capable to re-
construct the diffuse texture of surfaces which are not purely
specular in most of the environmental illumination condi-
tions.

The proposed method assumes a static environmental
light. However, in practice the surrounding environment
changes due to a user moving the mobile device during scan-
ning. Therefore, the user should pay attention to not occlude
dominant light sources while scanning.

Figure 6: Results of the diffuse texture extraction by our
method. From left to right, from top to bottom: Input im-
age, calculated diffuse component, manually captured and
extracted diffuse texture (reference), automatically extracted
diffuse texture, the difference between reference and auto-
matically extracted diffuse texture. The mean square error of
texture extracted by our method is 1,83.
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Figure 7: Diffuse texture extraction from scene consisting
of multiple materials. (Top left) The original image of the
materials. (Top right) Estimated diffuse component. (Bottom
left) Extracted diffuse texture. (Bottom right) Rendering of
an object with extracted texture from a new viewpoint with
new shading.

Currently, our algorithm uses the camera data directly as
input. In future we plan to perform a radiometric calibration
of the camera and linearize the input radiance. Finally, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.3, we use the estimated term ρd(x)E(x)
directly as the diffuse texture scaled by a constant value. In
future, we plan to remove the irradiance term from diffuse
texture by scanning the environmental illumination [Kán15],
convolving it by a cosine kernel to calculate the irradiance
and dividing the term ρd(x)E(x) by calculated irradiance to
achieve a separated diffuse term ρd(x).

7. Conclusion

This paper presents a novel method for diffuse texture ex-
traction from a flat surface by a consumer mobile phone. Our
method does not require any additional hardware and there-
fore is very practical for texture estimation in any environ-
ment. The diffuse component estimation searches for diffuse
pixels across input images, captured from different view-
points. For this purpose we use the minimum pixel value
from input images because the specular reflection tends to
only increase this value. Moreover, methods for textured
area detection by optimization and texture reprojection on
the GPU are presented. We increase the efficiency of dif-
fuse texture calculation by selecting the subset of input im-

ages which have the orientations uniformly distributed on
the hemisphere. Finally, our method is fully automatic and it
outputs the clipped and aligned diffuse texture which can be
directly used for material estimation, texturing of 3D mod-
els, or as an input to computer vision algorithms.
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